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n-base which is e-distributive but never w,-closed. 
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Introduction and preliminaries 
In [ 11, the authors proved the fascinating result that PN - N = N” always has a 
a-base which forms a tree when ordered by reverse inclusion. They were able to 
use this fact to study the Novak number of N*, n( N*) = n, which is the minimum 
cardinality of a family of nowhere dense sets covering N*. They also introduced 
another cardinal, now denoted h or h( N*), which is the minimum height of a tree 
n-base. This is also equal to the weak Novak number of N*, wn( N*), which was 
introduced in [13] and is defined to be the minimum cardinality of a family of 
nowhere dense sets covering a dense set in N*. A further description of h is that 
it is the minimum cardinal such that $F’( N)/fin is not h’-distributive, equivalently 
h is the first cardinal to which a new subset is added when forcing with Y( N)/fin. 
These concepts have been studied in [l, 4, 6, 8, 13, 15, 171. 
In 1963, Parovicenko characterized, under CH, N” as the unique compact F-space 
of weight c in which each nonempty G, has infinite interior. Any space having these 
properties is now called a Parovifenko space [13,8]. Williams adapted the proof 
in [l] to show that each Parovicenko space has a tree r-base and observed that 
two Parovicenko spaces are co-absolute iff they have isomorphic tree r-bases (two 
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spaces are co-absolute if their regular open algebras are isomorphic). It is easily
seen that all ParoviEenko spaces with weak Novak number w, are co-absolute and
that the weak Novak and Novak numbers of co-absolute spaces are the same. Pairs
of non-co-absolute ParoviEenko spaces have been produced in various models
[4, 13,8] but this has always been done by producing a pair with different Novak
or weak Novak numbers.
One of the results of this paper is to show that there can be non-co-absolute
ParoviEenko spaces which share the same Novak and weak Novak numbers. We
also produce a model in which n( N*) = wn( N*), answering a question in [l] (this
has also been done independently by Dordal as discussed below). Furthermore, it
is asked in [I] whether wn( N* x IV*) can be less than w (N”), we prove that it is
not if n( N*) > c.
In the second section we compute some of the common cardinals associated with
N* in some of the better known forcing extensions. One of these is to answer a
question raised in [5] concerning the “Laver model”. The “Mathias model” is
Dordal’s example mentioned above.D rdal, in fact, has shown that a slight
modification of Mathias forcing yields a model in which there are no w,-tow rs in
N* (defined in Section 3). In the third section we show that this also holds in the
Laver model and give an application of this fact.
In the final section we prove a generalization of a result of Szymanski and Zhou.
They let N’* denote the t ch-stone r mainder of N x N* (which is homeomorphic
to the boundary of a nonclopen zero set of N*) and prove that there is always a
descending w,-sequence of clopen subsets of N’” whose intersection has empty
interior. This is indeed curious given that under MA+lCH this is not true for N*.
Our result is to show that the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of N’* never has
an w,-closed dense tree but, under MA, it is c-distributive (i.e. wn(N’*) = c).
Recall that (T, <) (usually written T) is a partially ordered set in which the order
type of {s E T: s < t}, denoted o(t), is an ordinal for each t E T. The height of
T, ht( T), equals min{cY: T, = 0) where T, = {I E T: o(t) = a}. The tree product, T x S,
of trees T and S equals U {T, xS,: a -C min{ht( T), ht(S)}} and is ordered coordin-
atewise.
We follow Kunen’s text [IO] for our forcing terminology and basics. In particular
a poset (P, < ) always has a largest element 1 and p < 4 means that “p is stronger
than 4”. P is said to be K-closed if each descending chain of cardinality less than
K has a lower bound and P is K-distributive if for each collection A f maximal
antichains of P with IA] < K the set {p E P: for all A E ti there is an Q E A with
p =G a} is dense in P. If T is a tree, then when we force with T it is understood that
we are using the reverse ordering. A poset P, is the A-stage iteration of (P,, Qh)a<A
if PutI = P, * oa and for LY  < h and p E Pm, p is an a-sequence such that pro E PO
for p < LY.  For p E PA, the support of p is equal to {a <A: p(a) # lo,}. The terms
of the forcing language are defined recursively however we shall only use the simplest
cases: For x E M, i= {( $, 1): y E x} which embeds M into M[G] for any P-generic
G over M. Also if d is a term such that 1 If-“d c 2” (i.e. 1 “forces” ci is a subset of
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X) then we may assume that ci is of the form lJI.E.Y ,’ x A! where each A,. c P is an 
antichain. Recall that if G c P is generic, then M[ G] t “val,( ci) = { y: A, n G # 0)“. 
1. ParovPenko spaces 
As mentioned in the introduction a Parovirenko space is a compact F-space of 
weight c in which nonempty Gs’s have infinite interior. Williams proved that each 
Parovirenko space has a tree r-base which is (necessarily) w,-closed and has 
cardinality c (let us call such a tree, which is ever branching, a ParoviEenko tree). 
In [8], it is shown that if T is a ParoviEenko tree, then T is isomorphic to the tree 
rr-base of some ParoviEenko space, X(T). In fact as far as absolutes of ParoviEenko 
spaces are concerned the following results indicate that we are really just interested 
in trees. Recall that a pair of compact spaces are co-absolute if their respective 
absolutes (or Gleason) spaces are homeomorphic (see [18]). 
1.1. Theorem [8]. Each ParovZenko tree can be dense/J. embedded in the regular open 
algebra of a ParoviEenko space. 
1.2. Theorem [ 181. Two compact spaces are co-absolute iftheir respective regular open 
algebras are isomorphic. 
1.3. Theorem [ 171. Two Parovirenko spaces are co-absolute ifs they have isomorphic 
tree n-bases of regular open sets. 
The cardinal functions wn(X( T)) and n(X( T)) can be determined from T. 
Indeed let h(T) be the minimum height of a dense subtree of T, then h(T)= 
wn(X( T)) and n(X( T)) = n(T) = min{lil I: .I is a collection of maximal antichains 
of T and for each branch b c T, b n A = 0 for some A E _I} (see [ 11). 
1.4. Theorem [l]. For a ParouiEenko tree T, h(T) = n(T) (i.e. wn(X( T)) = n(X( T))) 
i_ff T has a dense subtree T’ of height h(T) such that T’ has no long branches (i.e. a 
branch hitting every level). 
1.5. Theorem [ 11. If T is a K-closed tree, P a K-CC poset and G c P generic over M, 
then each maximal antichain of T in M[G] is rejned by one from M. Furthermore, 
M[G]~‘“~(T)~K and n(T)3K+“. 
In [l], the authors asked if wn( N* x N*) = \vn( N*). We show that it is in case 
n(N*) > c. Note that for a ParoviEenko tree T, dense in RO( N*), of minimum 
height, T x T is dense in RO( N* x N”). A version of the next result for more general 
posets is proven in [9]. 
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1.6. Proposition. If T is any free with n( T) > 171, then n( T x T) > ( TI. 
Proof. Let K = 1 TI and suppose {A _: a < K} is a collection of maximal antichains 
of T x T such that for each pair of branches b, c of T there is an a < K such that 
b x c n A, = 61. Let B(T) be the set of branches of T and for each a < K and s E T 
let C(a, s) = {t E T: t is minimal with respect to there being an S’E T with (I, s’) E A, 
and s, s’ comparable}. Since each A, is a maximal antichain of T x T, it is easily 
shown that C(a, s) is a maximal antichain of T for each s E T Choose b E B(T) 
such that b n C(a, s) # 0 for each a < K and s E T. Now define D, = 
{s E T: b x {s} n A, ZS} for a < K. D, is an antichain since b is a chain while A, is 
an antichain. Also D, is maximal since C(cu, s) n b #B for all s E T. Finally choose 
cEB(T)sothatcnD,#(bfor(Y<KandcheckthatbxcnA,f(dforalla<K. 0 
1.7. Corollary. For T a ParoviZenko tree with n ( T) > c, n ( T x T) > c and II ( T x T) = 
h(T)=c. 
Proof. By [I], h(Tx T)<c implies n(Tx T)Gc. Cl 
Let us remark that Velickovic has produced a consistent example of a tree T with 
/TI=ht(T)=h(T)=n(T)= o,suchthath(TxT)=wandn(TxT)=w,.However 
this tree is not w,-closed and c = w, in this model. Let us now answer another 
question from [l]. 
1.8. Theorem. It is consisrenr to hace wn( N*) = n( N*) = w2. 
Proof. Let M be a model of GCH and, as in [l], let G,x G, be P,x P,-generic 
over M where PO is the Solovay-Tennenbaum poset so that M[ G,] + “MA + c = w2” 
and P, is the poset of countable partial functions from wJ to 2 (Fn(w3, 2, w,) in 
[lo]). Since P, has the oz-cc, and in ICI[G,], N* has an wz-closed tree ii--base, say 
T, we have by Theorem 1.5 MIGo x G,] b “ T is a n--base for N” and wn( T) = 
w,,n(T)=W3and/T(=w,“. Now in A{[ G, x G,], let Q be an w,-closed poset which 
collapses wj, e.g. Q = Fn(w*, w3, w?). We claim that if G is Q-generic over M[ G, x 
G,], then M[G” x G,][ G]k “wn( N*) = n( N*) = w2 = &“. Indeed, since Q is w?- 
closed it adds no new subsets of N, so T is still a n-base for N*. Furthermore, in 
M[G,x G,l, 17-14‘” 1 and Q is +-closed hence we have the Silver-type result 
[lo, VIII 3.41 that no new branches are added to T. Therefore MIGox G,][G] 
I= “n( T) s w2” (since wj is collapsed). It remains only to prove that MIGox 
G,][ G] I= “wn( T) = 6~~“. Working in M[G,x G,], let P be a Q-term such that 
lIE-“P: w, x w2+ T and P[w, x wr] is a dense subtree of T such that F${a}X WJ is 
the ath level”. For each (a, y) E w, x u2, there is a maximal antichain A(a, y) of 
Q such that for each q E A(a, y) there is a t E T with qlt-“F(a, y) = 1”. 
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Since Q is w,-closed, there is an wz-branch b c Q such that b n A(a, y) #(b for 
each (LY,Y)EW,XW~,~~~, for each a<~,, 
is a maximal antichain of T in MIGO x G,]. Since wn( T) > w, , there is a t E T and 
{r,:cx~w,}~Twith~,~C,andt,<tfora<:w,.Also,thereare{y,:cu<w,}~w~ 
and {q_: CXCW,}~ b with qJl-“F(Ly, y_)= t,,“. 
Finally, for q E b with q < q_, for each (Y < w, , q I- “Va < w, 3y < wz f( (Y, y) < t” 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Our final result of this section is to produce an example which was promised 
in [8]. 
1.9. Theorem. It is consistent to have Parocic’enko trees T, S with h(T) = h(S) and 
n(T)= n(S) but X(T) and X(S) are not co-absolute. Equivalently the complete 
Boolean algebras generated by T and S respectively are not isomorphic. 
Proof. Let M be a model of GCH and let G x H be P x Q-generic where P = 
Fn( w2, 2, w) and Q = Fn( w2, 2, w,). In M[ G], let T be the complete binary tree of 
height w2 and in M[ G x H] let S be the complete binary tree of height w2. It follows 
from Theorem 1.5 that wn(S) = wn( T) = wz and n(T) = n(S) = w3 in M[G x H]. To 
show that X(T) and X(S) are not co-absolute it suffices to show that S cannot be 
densely embedded into RO(X(T)). Working in IM[G], let P be a Q-name of an 
embedding of S into RO(X( T)). Let R = ““12 n M (recall <A~ = LJ{‘r~: a < A}), 
and recursively choose {S,: r E R} and {i,: r E R} so that 1 IF“{ i,: r E R} is isomorphic 
to R and r < r’ implies i, < k’( S,) < i,. for r, r’E R”. 
For each r E R, there is a maximal antichain A, c Q such that each a E A, “decides” 
i, (i.e. which member of Tit is equal to). Now Q has the +-cc hence ]UrER A,1 < w2, 
and so there is an (Y < w2 with lJrER A, c Fn(cr, 2, w,). Define b E 2”1 in M[G x H] 
by b(y)=0 iff (a+y,o)~H; note that b[yeM for each y<w,. The 
forcing PxQ factors as (PxFn(a,2, wr)) x Fn(w,- a, 2,~~) and 
b @ M[ G x H n P x Fn( a, 2, u,)]. However, for each t E T, (by abuse of notation) 
{r~R:~(S,)<t}EM[GxHnPxFn(a,2,w,)]. 
Therefore, if Sh = IJ {S,: r E b} and P(S,) = t, 
{rER: 6(S,)<t}#{r~R:S,<$,}={b~ y: y<w,}, 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Remark. We could, in fact, have had X(T) = N* by choosing P to be the MA 
poset. Furthermore we could have used Fn(w, ,I, w,) for Q but the argument is 
more difficult. 
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2. Adding some reals 
In this section we compute some of the cardinals related to N* in a few of the 
more common forcing extensions. Throughout the article, when discussing a tree 
rr-base for N* we adopt the following conventions. Tc 3’(N) is a tree r-base for 
N* if T* = {t*: t E T} is a n-base for N* (i.e. the equivalence classes of T are dense 
in PP( N)/fin) and T’= T* is a tree where T’ is obtained by inserting the appropriate 
regular open sets at limit levels. 
In [5], the authors asked the value of n in Laver’s model for the Bore1 conjecture 
and this is answered below. We also include Dordahl’s result that wn( N*) = n( N*) 
in the Mathias model. For completeness, let us define three other cardinals: 
b = min{lFI: Fc NN is unbounded}, 
d = min{lFI: Fc NN and for all g E ‘VN there is an f~ F with g <f}, 
s = min{(Al: A c 9’(N) and A is spitting (i.e. for all infinite c c N 
there is an a E A with w = Ia n cl = Ic - a])}. 
It is shown: in [I], that h s min{b, s}; in [2] that s < b is consistent; and in [ 151 that 
b < s is consistent. Also it has been shown by several authors that s s d. 
Let us now introduce the forcing notions which we will study. 
2.1. Definition. (a) Pz: = Fn(K, 2, w) is the Cohen poser and P: is the algebra of 
measurable subsets of 2” reduced by the ideal of sets of measure zero-namely the 
random real poset. For LY < K and e E 2, [( a, e)] will denote the equivalence class 
of {x E 2”: .X(Q) = e}. PzIA is the usual Solovay-Tennenbaum poset to obtain a model 
of Martin’s axiom plus c = K. 
(b) The Sacks poser: Q”={Tc ‘“2: JET and s<t implies SET and {XE 
“2: x[n E T for all II E w} is a perfect subset of the Cantor set, ‘“2} and T < T’ if 
Tc T’. P:? is the w,-stage countable support iteration of @. 
(c) The Lauerposet: QL= {Tc cw N: t E T and s < t implies s E T, T has a stem 
f,, such that for all s E T either s c 1,) or rOc s and {n E N: s A (n) E T} is infinite} 
and T< T’ if TC T’. P& is the +-stage countable support iteration of 0’. 
(d) The Mutkias poser: Q” = {f: f is a function from a co-infinite subset of N 
to 2 such thatf-( 1) is finite} andf< g iffx g. PLY is the w,-stage countable support 
iteration of Q”‘. 
We are most interested in the effect of the Laver and Mathias forcings but we 
shall list some others for completeness. We begin with the two best known. In all 
cases let the ground model, M, be a model of GCH and let K be a regular cardinal 
greater than w,. 
2.2. Proposition. Let G be P:-generic ouer M. Then 
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2.3. Proposition. Ler G be PyA-generic over M. Then 
M[G]~“K=h=s=b=d=c<n=c+“. 
2.4. Proposition. Let G be P:-generic over M. Then 
M[Glb i‘W,=h=s=b=d<n=o,~K=~“. 
2.5. Proposition [ 11. Let G, be PzzA * P:,-generic over M and let G, be 
P z_” * PC,,-generic over M. Then 
M[G,,]~=‘u,=h=s<b=d=n=c=o,” 
while 
Proofs of Propositions 2.2-2.5. The values of b and d in each of the above models 
are, of course, well known. The computation of h and n in each case is due to the 
authors of [ 11. Since w, s h s s and w2 s n (see [l]) it suffices to show that, with 
any ground model, forcing with P:, or Pz, results in s = 0,. We shall do so for 
P:, . Let G be P&-generic over a model V and for (Y < o, let A, be defined so that 
V[ G] k “n E A, iff [( CY + n, I)] E G”. Let c and p,, E P:, be given so that pOl+ ‘+c c N 
is infinite and for each CY <w, either c n A, or C-A, is finite”, P:, is a ccc 
complete Boolean algebra which is u-generated by the set {[(p, e)]: p < w,, e E 2). 
Therefore, for each p E P:, , there is an LY,, < w, such that for any p 2 CQ, and e E 2, 
p n [(p, e)] # 0. Recall that we may assume that c is a countable subset of IJ {{ri} x 
P:,:n E N}, hence we may choose cr,,,, < CY < w, so that cr,, < (Y for p appearing in c. 
For each n>O, let p,,=p,,nU{p: (n’,p)Ec} and a,=[(cu+n, l)]. To prove that 
poll-“6 n A, is infinite” it suffices to show that ~(u,,,,,, pm n a,,) = pL( pO) for each 
n > 0. For pOlk”~ -A, is infinite” use [(a+n,O)] instead of [(c~+n, l)]. Now, 
choose r < p( pO) and {k;: i E N}c N, with k,, arbitrary, so that ~(u~,~,,,<~,_, pm n 
a,,,) > r for each i E N; which we may do since pOlk “c is infinite”. Without loss of 
generality for the remainder of the proof, assume that pm n ps = 0 for k, s m < q < ki+, 
and any i. We finish by showing that 
CL 
( 
U pm n a,, -lJ IJ pyna, >r/2i+‘, 
L,-ZfVl<A,+, j<i k,;,l-*CL,+, > 
which in turn follows from 
p hna,--U 
( 
U pqna, ~cL(P,)/~~+‘. 
j<, k,=y<k,+, > 
For i = 0 this is trivial, we show it for i = 1 and leave the general case as a tedious 
exercise. For k, s m < kz, 
Pmnam- pmnp,nam\a,) 
k,,Sq<k, 
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where the terms in this union are pairwise disjoint. Hence 
A poset P is said to be “w-bounding if each function in “w in the forcing extension 
by P is less than some function from the ground model. PL is one example of an 
“w-bounding poset and the Sacks poset is another. 
2.6. Proposition. If G is Pz,-generic over M, then 
M[G]k“u, zh=szb=d<nzc=w,“. 
Proof. Since h 6 s 6 d and n = h’ whenever h < c it suffices to show that Pz, is 
“w-bounding and does not collapse cardinals. This is proven in [3]. Cl 
In [5], the authors prove that if there are no Q-points, then n G d. It follows, 
therefore, from [ 141, that in the Laver and the Mathias models n = w2. The authors 
of [5] ask for the value of h in the Laver model. The value of h is o, in this model 
and not w2 as they had hoped but it is + in the Mathias model. In [15], Shelah 
obtains a model of w, = h < b = s = w?. We do not know the value of s in the Laver 
model but we show that if one iterates, instead, the poset QL * Qh’, h <s = b is 
obtained whereas iterating 0” * Q” yields h = s = b = 02. Let Pf;? and P:” be the 
wz-stage countable support iterations of Q’ * 0”’ and 0” * Q” respectively. 
2.7. Proposition. If G is P&-generic over M, then 
M[G]k“w,=h<b=d=n=c=wZ”_ 
2.8. Proposition [6]. If G is Pz,-generic over M, then 
M[G]i=“h=b=s=d=n=c=w2”. 
2.9. Proposition. If G is Pzy-generic over M, then 
M[G]k=‘“h=b=s=d=n=c=w,“. 
2.10. Proposition. If G is Pi:‘-generic over M, then 
M[G]k‘“w,=h<b=s=d=n=c=m,“. 
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There is evidently a lot of similarity between the Laver and Mathias forcings. 
Indeed in [ 1 l], it is remarked that the Bore1 conjecture holds in both the Laver and 
the Mathias models and in [14] it is remarked that there are no Q-points in either 
model (this in fact follows from Lemmas 2.11(d) and 2.15 in a manner similar to 
the proof of Lemma 2.17). Indeed the Mathias poset can be viewed as a subset of 
QL, Q%‘~{TE Q”: RAE [N]” such that for all TV T with t xstem( T), {k: t A k~ 
T} = A-range(t)}. Let us adopt this new representation of Q”. If G is QL-generic 
(or Q”-generic), then we obtain a new Laver real (or Mathias real) f= 
U{rE ‘cw N: 3 T E G (r = stem( T))}. In an w,-stage iteration let the “ath Laver real” 
and the “ath Mathias real” mean the obvious things (including the cases Pbz’ and 
PC:?‘). For an infinite subset A of N, let f-\ E w N be the unique strictly increasing 
function such that &[w] = A. Before proving Propositions 2.7-2.10 we shall collect 
some facts about these forcing extensions. One important general fact is that 
iterations can be factored. For p < w?, let 
“PL W? ={pEP&:p((~)=l fora<p} 
(similarly define “Pr,, “Pky and “PyzL). If G is Pb-generic, then M[ G] k “pP& 3 
P L “, the analogous result holds for Py., Pk” W? and PrzL. 
2.11. Lemma. Let G be Ptz-generic for ZE {L, M, LM, ML}. For /3 =z w2, ler Gfi = 
{pEP;:pA(l,l,. ..)EG} andMp=M[Gti]. 
(a) Foreach/3<w, with cf(p)>w, ~(N)nMci=U{S(N)nM,:~<p}. 
(b) A& + “2” = J, and 2”1= ~5~“. 
(c) M,, k “2’” = 2”1 = 6&“. 
(d) For an_v ulrrajilrer % otler N in M_, there is a p < w2 with cf(p) = w, suclr thar 
% n M, E Mp and % n MO is an ultrajilter over N in MD. 
(e) Iffis the curb Lauer (or M&him) realand gE”‘Nn M,,, then {k~w: g(k)> 
f(k)} is jinite. 
(f) Iff is the urh Mathias real and Tc Y(N) n M,, is a tree rr-base for N* in Mm 
of height w, , rhen {r E T: f’w c * t} is an w,-branch of T (which is nor in M, ). 
Proof. (a)-(d) follow from the facts: P,$: is proper, has the wZ-cc and, for p < w2, 
has a dense set of size w,. For (e), one observes that for any TE Q” (or Q”‘) and 
g E w N, there is a T’< T such that {k E w: 3r E T’ with r(k) < g(k)}c dom(stem( T)). 
For (f), suppose SE Q” and A = {k E N: stem(S) A k E S}. For any level of T, there 
is a r E T on that level such that r n A is infinite. Define S’E Q” so that stem(S’) = 
stem(S) and {k E N: stem(S) A k E S’} = t n A. It follows that S’IE“r is the unique 
member of the o( r)-th level of T with f’w c* r”. The result follows since both S 
and the level of T were arbitrary. 0 
Before proceeding further we recall some definitions from [ll]. Fix a canonical 
w-ordering of ‘“N and transfer this ordering to {s E T: stem( 7) c s} for each TE Q’ 
in an obvious fashion. For each n E w, let T(n) denote the nth element of T with 
respect to this ordering. We will assume that stem(T) = T(0) and T(i) c T(j) implies 
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i <j. For t E T E QL, let T, = {s E T: t c s or s c I} E Q’ (similarly for T E 0”). For 
nEw,dehne T’<” Tif T’tTandforj c n, T’(j) = T(j). Similarly, for K E [wJ’” 
and p, q~ Pb, (or M, LM, ML) define p <k q if p<q and p]Jt-“p(a) <“q(a)” 
for all (Y E K. If p< w2 and { pn: n E w}c Pb (or M, LM, ML) and there is an 
increasing sequence {K,: n E w}c [p]‘” such that pn+, <%,, pn and IJ,, K, = 
U{supp(p,): n E w}, then thefirsion, p, of the sequence {p,: n E w} is in Pb where, 
for CYEK~-K,,_,, 
p~J-“p(cr)={tE <“‘N:3m>n and i~rn such that tcp,(n)(i)}“. 
The importance of p is that for all n E w, p <>,, P,~. For instance, if i is a p&-term 
with 1 IF “i E V” and if q E Pk., n E w and K E [We]““’ are given, then by an applica- 
tion of fusion, there is a countable set A and a p <L q with pit- “i E A*‘. Therefore, 
one can show that Pk, does not collapse w, as follows. Assume p&“{.<,: n E w} = &,” 
and inductively construct a fusion sequence (p,,: n E w) and {K,: n E w} along with 
countable sets {A,,: n E w} so that p,, It- “{_I!,: i< n} c A,,“. Hence, the fusion 
pit-“{.1;-,: i < w}c lJn A,,“. 
More sophisticated arguments are required to prove the following. 
2.12. Lemma. (a) [ll] Ler _x! be a Pz,-term (ZE {L, M, LhI, ML}), F a finite sef, 
K E [w21Cw, new andpEP:,. Ifpit”lEF”, then there is a p’ <i p and an F‘E 
[ .I<“’ such that p’lt-“1~ F”’ where m G (n + l)“““‘+‘). (The value of m can be 
smaller for Z = L.) 
(b) [I41 Ifpe P:? and p I+ “g E W N and g >i” where f is the jirst “Z-real”, then 
there is a p’<p and {F,: tep’(O)}c [w]~~‘” such that ItI = It’/ implies IF,1 = IF,.) and 
t = (k”, k,, . . . , k,,,) impliesp’(O),~p’[[,.,,,b”g”wn[k,,,k,,,,,)c F,“. 
Proof. (a) is proven for Z = L in [ll, Lemma 61. The proof is similar for other 
values of Z. Miller [ 141 proves (b) for Z = L but the proof really just relies on (a) 
and the fusion lemma. L? 
2.13. Lemma. (a) Let g be a QL-term and T E Q’ such that T’+-“g zfand g is strict/j 
increasing” where f is the Laver real. Then there are disjoint sets {A,,: n E w} and 
T’c T such that T’lk “g(n) E A,, for all n E w”. 
(b) IkQL “P(N) n M is splitting”. 
Proof. (b) follows trivially from (a) since A = U,, AZ, is in M. Let T and g be as 
in (a). Recursively define finite sets {AT: j, n E W} and {T,: n E W} c Q” so that for 
each n E w the following hold: 
(i) T,+r <” T,, 
(ii) A,” c A,?+‘, 
(iii) 3jE w An =@ for i> j, 
(iv) An n AT = 0 for i <j, and 
(v) for any t E { T,,(i): is n} and j< w T,,,I-“g(j) E Al” or for any T’<’ T,, and 
m < w T’lbL “g(j) < m”. 
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To choose T,, we find j maximal with respect to there being T’ <” T and k E w 
so that T+-“g(j) = k”. By Lemma 2.12(a), there is a Th co T and SE’+‘W so that 
Thlt-“g 2 s”. By the maximality of j, if T’ Co Tb, then T’ does not bound the value 
of g(j’) for any j’> j. Therefore we choose T, co Td so that T,It-“g(j+ 1) > s(j)” 
(this is automatic only for the case n = 0). Let, for isj, AT = {s(i)} and AP=6) for 
i > j. Now suppose we have T, and {A:: i < o}. Let t be the unique element of T,, 
which is the immediate predecessor of T,(n + 1) and let t A k, = T,(n + 1). We may 
not wish to allow T,(n + 1) to be in T,+, , however if T’ <” T,,, then T’(n + 1) = t A k 
where k = min{ k 3 k,: t A k E T’}. Let j be the minimum value such that g(j) is not 
“decided” by T,,,. Choose, by hypothesis (v), TL <” T,, so that TLIk-“g(j)> 
maxu {A:: i<w}“. Finally choose T,,+, <” T, so that Yf,,+,,,\ lJjck,, 7;.+,,,.jc TL 
and, for t’= T,,,,(n + l), T,,,,,,,, “decides” g(i) for each i <j’ where j’ is maximum 
possible. Hence T’ co T,,+,,,. implies T’ does not bound g(j’). Let 
A :+’ = A:u {k: T,+,,,. lb- “g( i) = k”} for all i. 
Let T, be the fusion of the sequence {T,,: n < o} and let A, = IJ,, A; for j < W. 
Suppose T’ < T, and T’lt- “g( j) = k”. Then choose i s n E w so that T’(O) = t = T,,(i). 
Hence T’ co T,,, and so T,,It--“g( j) = k”, in which case k E A: c Aj. 0 
2.14. Lemma. Let G be P:?-generic Cfor 2 E (L, M, LM, ML}). There is a tree r-base 
T c 3”(N) such that, for a < w:, T n M,, = T” E M, is a tree n-base for 9( N)/tinn 
M,,. Furthermore, if6 c IJ { T”: p < a}, 6 E M,,, is a maximal branch of U { TO: p < 
(Y}, then for any branch 6 c 6’~ T”, the order type of 6’ is at most the order type of 
6 plus w,. Also if6 c T is an w,-branch, then 6 generates an ultrafilter of 9( N). 
Proof. Let T”c 9(N) n M,, be any tree r-base of height w,. Let cx < w2 and suppose 
for /3 < LY, T” has been chosen as above. Let ?a be the minimal tree containing 
U { T”: p < cr} such that if a chain 6 c IJ {TO: p < a} has the property that, for 
some AEON M,,, A c* t for each t E 6, then 6 has a supremum in ?. Now, 
for each t E ?, choose C, c 9( N)n M,, SO that C, ir {SE ?: s is an immediate 
successor of t) form a maximal almost disjoint family of subsets of t. Let C = 
IJ {C,: t E ?“} and note that C is an almost disjoint family. Since 2” = U, holds in 
M,,, choose a tree n-base of height w,, T,, of Y(s) for each s E C. Now let 
T”~u{T’:p<a} b e obtained by putting C, u U {r,: s E C,} above t for each 
t E ?’ in the obvious way. Note that if 6 E M[ G] is a maximal branch of T” such 
that 6 n C # 13, then we may assume that 6 generates an ultrafilter of M, A 9(N). 
Clearly any w,-branch 6 of T has the property that for cofinally many CX, 6 meets 
the “C” at the oth stage. 0 
We now require a slight strengthening of a result in [14]. 
2.15. Lemma. Suppose p E Pzl (Z E {L, M, LM, ML}), g is a Pt,-term, f is the jirst 
Z-real and p IF “g E w N, g >f and g is strictly increasing”. Then for any h E w N there 
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are pO,  p, < p and almost disjoint A,,, A, c N so that pi It- “$‘w c A,” and h <* fA, for
i<2.
Proof. Let p’ and {F, : t E p’(O)} be as in Lemma2.12(b). We shall do the case Z = M
(or ML) and refer to [ 141 for the other cases. Inductively choose {I,: n E w} c [N]”
so that IO 1 I, 1 . . . and for s =p’(O)(n), {s A k: k~ I,}cp’(O)  and there is a set
G,E[N]<”so that FS.nnFS.j=G,  for k#jEI,. For n<w, let I,=l, for s=
p’(O)(n). Recall that for s = (k,,, . . . , k,,), G, n [0, k,) = 0. We shall now define, by
a double recursion, an infinite J  = {j,: n < w} c N.
Let j,, = min I, and choose j, E I, so that ( FVAj, - G,) n G,,,j’ = 0 where s = p’(O)(O).
We shall ensure that for t ep,,(O)  and t’Ep,(O),  F, n F,,c G, where p”(O) is the
condition satisfying p,(O)(O) = s and {j:,,: n <w} = {k: s A k E p,,(O)} and p,(O) is
determined by the odd j,‘s. Indeed, now choose j2E ISA,,, so that [G,A,,,j,u FrAj,,lz  -
G,,,,,,]n[FvAj,  u G,.,,] =8. In general, suppose we have chosen {j,l: n <2m}. We
choose j?,, E n {I,: t = s A t’ for some t’ an increasing sequence from { j2, : i < m}} so
that U {G,t*j,,,, u FTArAp,,, -G,,,: t is an increasing sequence from {j,;: i< m)} is
disjoint from lJ  (F,,,,u Gs,,,:r is an increasing sequence from {jlr+,: i < m)}. This
may be done since making jzr  large enough guarantees that G,,,,j,,,, will be disjoint
and, for each 1, the members of {F,,,,j- G,s,,: j E I,} are pairwise disjoint. Similarly
j?,“+, is chosen. By the definition of the F,‘s we have that A,, = IJ {F,: t E ~~~(0))  and
A, = U {F,: t cp,(O)}  satisfy the lemma. To guarantee that fA, >* h simply thin
{j?“: n <w} and {jl,,+,:n < w} down sufficiently.Cl
The next lemma shows that h is w, in the Laver model. The proof is a bit convoluted
but this is caused by the fact that we could not generalize Lemma 2.13(b) to Pk,.
2.16. Lemma. If G is P$-generic  or Pf;: -generic, then the tree T of Lemma 2.14 can
be constructed so as to have height w, .
Proof. Fix, for p <w?, an indexing {EC: y < w,} of P(N) n MP in IVY.  For each
t E T (in Lemma 2.14), let the appearance of t, a(t), be the minimum p such that
t E TP and o(t) is the order type of {s E TO: s < 1). Now in the proof of Lemma 2.14,
be sure that when t E T” - pa is chosen either 1 n A =*@ or t c* A for each A E
IJ {{Et: y G o(t)}: /3 = a(s) for some s< t}. By induction on (Y  < We, we shall show
that o(t) < w, for t E ?’ which will allow the construction of T” as above. Suppose
then that (Y < w2 and that t E f”. Let i= {s E ?: s < t} and let p 5 a be minimal
such that ?C lJ  (TY: y< /?} and assume that o(t) = w,. Since t E f”, there is a
Pa-name S such that M,l=“g”w C* s for all SE ?“. By Lemma 2.11(a), pa = T” if
cf(cr) = w,, hence we may assume that cf(cu) < w,. It then follows that j3 <(Y since
i=U{fnM,: y<a} and Iil=w,.Now, in MD, M, is obtained by forcing with
Q’ * P’ where for some y, P’ is P: or 0”’ * Pkh’. By Lemma 2.13(b) we may assume
that M, I= “2 E w N, g >f and $‘OJ c* s for all s E ?’ where f is the first real added
by P’. Then by Lemma 2.15, there is a QL-name A of a subset of N such that
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M,i= “g”w c A and fa> h” where h is the Laver real added by QL. By Lemma 
2.13(a), we may choose, in Mp, pairwise disjoint {A,,: n <w}c 9(N), so that 
M, I== “fA( n) E A,“. In M,, by the minimality of /?, choose {&: n < w}c /3 + 1 and 
{~,,:n<w}cisuch that &=a(s,) and A,EM~,,. Let {&:n<o}cw, be chosen 
such that A,, = C$, and choose s E ? such that o(s) I{&: n <w} u {S,: n < w}. Since 
o(s) is large enough, s c * A,, or s n A,, = * (b for each n < w. Since {A, : n < w} are 
pairwise disjoint we may assume that 1s n A,1 <w for each n. Define h’ E “N by 
h’(n) = max[{l)u Uksn s n A,] and note that h’ E Mp. Therefore, by Lemma 
2.1 l(e), fA *> & *> h’, hence IAn s( < w contradicting that g”w c* An s. 0 
2.17. Lemma. ZfG is Py2-generic or Pz2’ -generic, then the tree T of Lemma 2.14 has 
no w,-branches and there is no tree z-base for N* of height less than w:. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.14 and 2.1 l(d), if b c T is an w,-branch, then for some p < wq 
with cf(p) = w,, b n MO E MD generates an ultrafilter of g(N) n MO. Let t E b - T”, 
then t contains an infinite set A such that fA > fp where fp is the Pth Mathias real. 
So in Mp, there is a Pr?-name (or Pz.L -name) for A and a condition p E G such 
that plt“A c * s for all s E b n TP “. However, by Lemma 2.15, there are almost 
disjoint A,, A, and pO, p, < p such that p, IF “A c Ai”. Naturally this contradicts that 
b n TP is an ultrafilter in MD. Now suppose T is a tree rr-base of height w,. Exactly 
as in Lemma 2.11(d), there is some p < w2 with cf(p) = w, such that Tn Mp E Mp 
and is a tree n-base for 9’(N) n Mp. By Lemma 2.1 l(f), the next Mathias real adds 
an w, -branch to T n Mp which has nonempty interior. 0 
2.18. Lemma. If G is Pkfl-generic, then s > w, . 
Proof. If A c Y(N) with IAl = w, , then for some /3 < w2, A E Mp. Just as in Lemma 
2.17, the next Mathias real we add is not split by A. El 
We can now prove Propositions 2.7-2.10. 
Proofs of Propositions 2.7 and 2.10. By Lemma 2.16 h = w, (hence n = w?) in both 
models. By Lemma 2.1 l(c), (e), w2s b s dS cs oz. Finally by Lemma 2.18, s = w2 
for Pky but we do not know the value of s for P,!&. 0 
Proofs of Propositions 2.8 and 2.9. By Lemma 2.17 and Theorem 1.4. q 
3. No w,-towers and an application 
A tower in 9’(N)/fin (or in N*) is a maximal subset of 9(N)-fin (or of 
CO( N*)\(O)) which is well ordered by reverse inclusion mod finite. For a cardinal 
K, a K-tower is a tower whose order type is K. Dordal [6] has shown that forcing 
with an w,-length iteration of Mathias posets (with a modified definition of support) 
produces a model in which there are no w2 -towers. In this section we modify his 
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proof to show that this also holds in the model obtained by forcing with PL or PLx’ 
from the previous section. In the resulting models, therefore, we have b = d = w2 
and there are no +-towers. We begin with an application of this situation. 
In [7] the authors show that it is consistent that N* is not homeomorphic to the 
Stone-Tech remainder of the free union of countably many copies of either the 
Cantor set or the converging sequence (see [12,2.2.1]). Although their proof is 
neither difficult nor long it does depend on a very difficult result of Shelah’s, namely 
that there is a model in which all autohomeomorphisms of N* are trivial. We show 
that N* is not homeomorphic to the above spaces in any model in which there are 
no b-towers. Let C denote the Cantor set and let the ordinal w + 1 have the order 
topology. 
3.1. Proposition. N* is not homeomorphic to (N x C)* nor to (N x (w + I))* (where 
for any TvchonofSspace X, X* = pX\X) if there are no b-towers in 9( N)/fin. 
3.2. Corollary. IfG is PL (or PLM)-g eneric over V, then V[ G] k “N* is not homeomor- 
phicto (NxC)* norto (Nx(w+l))*“. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let K be either C or o + 1. N* is homeomorphic to 
(N x K)* iff 9( N)/fin is isomorphic to CO(( N x K)*). Therefore it suffices to show 
that CO(( N x K)*) has a b-tower. Let x be any nonisolated point of K and fix 
{ Un: n E N}c CO(K) a descending neighbourhood base for x. Let F = 
{f;,: LY -=z b}c NN be strictly increasing functions such that F is unbounded and 
a<P<b implies fu <*fp ({nE N:J;,(n)zffi(n)} is finite). For each a<b, let 
4, =c~~,.~.~~OJI{~~~ &tn~: nE W)\NxK. Observe that {A,,: cr < b}c 
CO(( N x K)*) and that for LY <p <b, A, 1 A, since_& <*fp. To show that {A,: a < 
b} is a b-tower assume that A c A, for all LY < b and that A E CO(( N x K)*)\(O). 
Choose A,, E CO( K), for n E N, so that A = ~l,,~~,,(l_J {{n} x A,,: n E N}). Let I = 
{n E N: A,, #0} and note that {fU],: LY < b} is unbounded in ‘N since each f0 is 
increasing. For each n E I, let g(n) = min{m: A,,\ U,, # 0} and choose (Y <b so that 
J = {n E I: g(n) <f_(n)} is infinite. Therefore, for each n E J, A,\ U,;,,n, f 0. Hence 
To prove Corollary 3.2 we must prove the following. 
3.3. Theorem. Let V be a model of GCH and let G be PL (or PLM)-generic over V. 
77len V[ G]ik- “there are no q-towers in 9( N)/fin”. 
Proof. Let {A,,: LY < w2} be a sequence of P&- names of subsets of N of the form 
described at the end of the introduction (i.e. nice names in [lo]). Assume that 
1 It-“{&.: (Y < w2} is a tower in ??( N)/fin”. Choose A,< wI so that A, is a Pt,,-name 
and choose, by the following induction, the sequence {A,: (Y < w,}c w2. For each 
(Y<W,,An+l is chosen with A, <A,+, <w2 so that each A, is a PkO+,-name, for 
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P<L, and 1 kp;, “b\&+, is infinite” for each P,_-name &. Let A = A,, and note 
that IIt,: “{A,_: & < w,} is a tower”. 
Let GL = G n P,, and work in V[G,]. Let B, be the GA-interpretation of A,,, for 
each LY <w,. It follows that {I?,: (Y <w,} is a tower and that there is a P$-name A 
(obtainable from A,) such that 1 It-.;_ “8 #* A c * B, for all (Y < w,“. We may 
assume that 11l-~;, “JA >I“ where f is -th e name of the first Laver real added by 
Pf;. - By Lemma 2:12(b) we obtain PE Pk, and finite sets {F,: t cp(O)} such that 
F roi,,p,Oj)= 0 and for t, t’E p(O) with (t( = (t’( and t =(/co,. . . , k,,,) we have (F,( = jF,j 
and p(O),~pr[l,w,)l~“An[k,,k,+, )C F,“. Now, by a method similar to that 
used in Lemma 2.15 or in [ 141, we may assume that for each t E p(O), there is a 
finite set G, so that for any t A i f s A j, both in p(O), we have that [( F,,,\G,) u G, I1 ] n 
[( F,,,\G,)u G,,,}=O (i.e. p is chosen so that G, is the root of the d-system 
{ F,,i: t A i E p(O)}). 
Let M be a countable elementary submodel of a sufficiently large fragment of 
V[G,] containing everything relevant. Let a=Mno, and define T = 
{tEp(O): tF,uG,)nB,\G,,,,,,co,, =O}. We first show that TE Q’. Let t E T such 
that root( p(0)) G t, it suffices to show {k: t A k E T} is infinite. By assumption G, n 
&\Goot~pw,, = 0. Working in M we choose m E w and an infinite JOc N such that 
for each j E Jo, Fr,j - G, u G,,j = {II{: i < m}. Since Ml== “{B,: LY < w,} is a tovver”, 
there is an CQE M n w, such that J, = {j E Jo: h’,r! B,,} e M is infinite. Similarly, by 
induction, we choose q,<cu,<-* *<cr,_,~M SO that for k<m, Jk_,= 
{j E Jk: h’,a B,,} E M is infinite. Since B, c* B,, for k < m, /I, = 
{j E J,,,: {hi: k < m} n B,, = 0) is infinite. Therefore {k: t A k E T} 1 Ji,, is infinite. 
Let p’ E Pk, be defined by p’(O) = T and p’ I[ 1, w2) = p I[ 1, w’). We claim that 
P’I~- “A n B,, c Go,,, pc~lj”. Indeed, this follows from the fact that p’lt-‘*AC 
u {F,: t E p’(O)}“. This completes the proof of the theorem since it contradicts that 
lit-“0 f” AC 8,“. 0 
4. Tree c-bases for N2* 
In [16], the authors prove the surprising result that there is (in any model) a 
descending chain of length w, of clopen subsets of the ParoviEenko space N’* 
whose intersection has no interior. In this section we improve this result to show 
that N** never has an w,-closed tree n-base while under P(c) any tree r-base has 
height c. This provides a naturally occuring example, under P(c), of a c-distributive 
but not c-closed Boolean algebra. (Recall that P(c) holds if for each filter base 
F c 9(N) containing the cofinite sets with I FI c c there is an infinite a c N with 
la\61 < o for each b E E) 
A natural description of the algebra of clopen subsets of N’*, CO(N’*), is as 
fohows. For AcNxN and nEN, let A(n)=(k:(n,k)EA}. For A,BcNxN, 
define A c2* B iff {no N: A(n) c* B(n)} is cofinite. Clearly (CO( N’“), c ) is 
isomorphic to (Y( N x N), c ‘*). 
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4.1. Theorem. If Tc CO( N’*) is a tree r-base (using the same convention as for 
N”), then T is not +-closed. 
Proof. We shall assume that Tc a( N x N) and is ordered by c**. We inductively 
choose sequences (1,: (Y < w,} c T and {A,: (Y <or,} c 9”( N x N) such that j3 < a 
implies A, c ‘* t,, c ** A,and,foreachn<w,{y<cr:Ay(n)nA,(n)#*O}isIinite. 
Suppose we have done so and that A c N x N is such that A c ‘* A, for all o < w, . 
Therefore, for some n E N and uncountable I c w,, A(m) c* A,(m) for m > n and 
~~~I.Butthismeans,forP<cubothinIandm>nwithA(m)#*0,thatA~(m)n 
A,(m) #* 0 which leads to an immediate contradiction. 
Now, let us assume that {tp: /~<cY <w,} and {A,: p co} and when possible 
nonclopen cozero sets Cp( n) c [Ap( n)]* - te have been chosen so that for each 
y,P<ff: 
(i) APtI = ‘* t, c2* A,, 
(ii) {SC/~: AS(n) f*O} is finite for each nE N, 
(iii) for each nE NIA,(n)]*nCp(n)fO implies A,(n)*3 A,(n) and y</?, 
(iv) {n E N: A,(n) -A,(n) f* 0) is finite, and 
(v) {n E N: A,(n) #* 0) is infinite. 
We may assume that (Y is a limit and let D = {Pn: n <w}. For FE [u]‘~ and n E N, 
let us say that {A,:~EF} line up at n if A,(n)*IAp(n)#*O for y<p~F. 
Inductively choose an infinite sequence {nL: k E N} so that {A,,: Jo k} line up at 
nL. For each kE N, let yk =max{p,:j G k} and define A, ( nk), an infinite subset of 
N, so that 
A,,(nk)* CAy,(n,,)*-[C,;(nk)u U {A,(n,)*: P < a 
andIA,,(n~)-AAg(nk)l=w}l. 
Condition (iii) (with y and p reversed) guarantees that either A,,(nl,)-Ap(nl,) is 
finite or A,(n,)*n C,,(n,) =0 in which case an infinite A,(m) as above can be 
chosen. For each k E N, choose an arbitrary noncompact C,( nk) c A,(m)* and for 
n E N -{nk: k E N}, let A,(n) = 0. Conditions (iii)-(v) are trivial to check since for 
all p<o eitherAB(n)*zA,(n) orAe(n)nA,(n)=*0. For (ii), note that 
{6<a:Ab(nk)nA,(n~) ~‘Gl}c{S~y~:A,(n,)nA,,(n,) +*I)}. 
Finally choose any t, E T such that t, c2* A, and tz n C,(n) =0 for each n E N. 
Naturally when A,+, is chosen we add the condition that A,,,(n) c* t, for each n. 
CI 
4.2. Theorem. [P(c)] The Boolean algebra CO( N’*) is c-distributive, hence does not 
have a tree r-base of height less than c. 
Proof. Suppose K < c and {,,I,: cr < K} is a set of maximal antichains of (a( N X 
N), c ‘*). Choose any A,, E _I,,. Let A, E ‘4, be chosen so that 1, = 
{n:A,(n)nA,(n)#*O} is infinite. Let &=A,nA,, B,=B,=A,and 10=Z,=12. 
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Suppose /3 < K and that for CY <p we have chosen A, E ,I,, and defined B,, I, so 
that Z, = {n: B,(n) #* 0) is infinite, {I,: y s CY} is descending mod finite, B,+, c B,, n 
A a+1 and for each nil,, and y<a,B,,(n)c*B,(n) or B,(n)=*B. If P=(~fl, 
choose A,E& so that Ip={n~I,:A,(n)nB,(n) #*(d}isinIiniteandlet BP(n)= 
A,(n)nB,(n)fornEZpandBp(n)=~fornEN-Ip.Forpalimit,chooseZpcN 
such that 1 I,] = w and I,--I, is finite for all (Y </?. For no Z,, let BP(n) c* B,(n) 
for any y </3 such that IB,(n)l= w. Note that, by induction, {B,(n): IB,(n)l= w 
and y < /3} generates a filter base of infinite sets. Again choose A, E A, and define 
ID+, and &+i as in the successor case. Finally we can define B, and I, just as above 
and this completes the proof. 0 
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